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Friedrichshafen & Dubai. HÜNI+CO in cooperation with JTS is expending its services
into the Middle East, offering a new “TC Repair Shop“ to its customers around this
region. This move was taken in response to the increasing demand for repair services
of internal ISO tank container coatings.
More and more ChemLine® 784/32 or Proco-EMAIL® black-coated ISO tank containers are on the move
worldwide. Approximately 2.500 ISO tank containers coated by HÜNI+CO are estimated to be in service at
present.
“Most of the tank containers coated by us have been effectively in use over the last decade or more.
Problems however occur particularly in service depots, during the cleaning or maintenance process“ says
Peter Hüni, General Manager of HÜNI+CO. “Our linings are highly resistant against transported chemicals,
but can’t withstand the mechanical stress the tanks are exposed to when cleaned, which inevitably affects
the lining. A thorough repair is thus indispensable“.
Deposited ISO tank containers showing lining damage are immediately withdrawn from service and sent
over to HÜNI+CO in Friedrichshafen or to one of the HÜNI+CO accredited depots in Europe.
“We aim at offering the best service to our worldwide customers, by minimizing unnecessary downtimes of
tank containers“ explains Alexa Hüni, who is leading the family business together with her father since
2016.
In order to meet the clients’ needs in the field of repairs of internal ISO Tank Containers coatings, HÜNI+CO
and JTS have jointly established a “TC Repair Shop“ based in Dubai’s Jebel Ali Free Zone, United Arab
Emirates. Effective as of now JTS has the necessary expertise for carrying out on-site coating repairs with a
dimension of 10cm x 10cm onto the chemically-protective and highly resistant linings ChemLine® 784/32
and Proco-EMAIL® black.
The added value drawn upon by common clients of JTS and HÜNI+CO is clear to see: it won’t no longer be
necessary to ship out the damaged tank containers from the service depots all the way to Friedrichshafen.
These can be promptly repaired without further delays by JTS in the newly established “TC Repair Shop“ in
Dubai.
Both companies expect this cooperation to reduce delays and are pleased to offer a specialized service to
their common international clients.
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Hüni GmbH + Co. KG (HÜNI+CO) was founded in
1859. Since 1959 HÜNI+CO established itself as a
renowned applicator of high-quality functional
coatings in the field of anti-corrosion, non-stick and
sliding coatings. Since 2004 HÜNI+CO has also
specialized in the field of internal Tank Container
coatings. The two main coating systems used are
ChemLine® 784/32 and Proco-EMAIL®, black.
www.hueni.de

Joint Tank Services FZCO (JTS) was established in
1998 in the Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. This facility is specialised in cleaning,
repair and testing of ISO Tank Containers in the
Middle East. JTS’s quality services and attention to
Environment, Health and Safety have set the
benchmark in the region.
www.jts.ae
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Friedrichshafen, Germany

JTS at Hüni+Co in Friedrichshafen with ChemLine® 784/32 and Proco-EMAIL®,
black coating specialists. Hüni+Co transferring expertise to JTS in the field of
TC repair for the benefit of their common clients around the world.

JTS premises in Dubai. Peter Hüni with the General Manager of JTS,
K. Pasupathy, agreeing upon their common goal: on-site repairs of
internal ISO tank container coatings

JTS Team in Dubai – committed partners of Hüni+Co. clients’ in the
Middle East region

